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Studies of copy-number variation and linkage disequilibrium (LD) have typically excluded complex regions of the genome
that are rich in duplications and prone to rearrangement. In an attempt to assess the heritability and LD of copy-number
polymorphisms (CNPs) in duplication-rich regions of the genome, we proﬁled copy-number variation in 130 putative
“rearrangement hotspot regions” among 269 individuals of European, Yoruba, Chinese, and Japanese ancestry analyzed
by the International HapMap Consortium. Eighty-four hotspot regions, corresponding to 257 bacterial artiﬁcial chro-
mosome (BAC) probes, showed evidence of copy-number differences. Despite a predisposing genetic architecture, no
polymorphism was ever observed in the remaining 46 “rearrangement hotspots,” and we suggest these represent excellent
candidate sites for pathogenic rearrangements. We used a combination of BAC-based and high-density customized oli-
gonucleotide arrays to resolve the molecular basis of structural rearrangements. For common variants (frequency 110%),
we observed a distinct bias against copy-number losses, suggesting that deletions are subject to purifying selection.
Heritability estimates did not differ signiﬁcantly from 1.0 among the majority (30 of 34) of loci analyzed, consistent
with normal Mendelian inheritance. Some of the CNPs in duplication-rich regions showed strong LD with nearby single-
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and were observed to segregate on ancestral SNP haplotypes. However, LD with the
best available SNP markers was weaker than has been reported for deletion polymorphisms in less complex regions of
the genome. These observations may be accounted for by a low density of SNP data in duplicated regions, challenges
in mapping and typing the CNPs, and the possibility that CNPs in these regions have rearranged on multiple haplotype
backgrounds. Our results underscore the need for complete maps of genetic variation in duplication-rich regions of the
genome.
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Variation in the human genome occurs onmultiple levels,
from the SNP to larger events involving contiguous blocks
of DNA sequence that vary in copy number between in-
dividuals. Although the technological development of
SNP detection and genotyping methods has progressed
signiﬁcantly in the past decade, the ability to detect copy-
number variants (CNVs) on a genomewide scale has
emerged only recently. Current array-based methods typ-
ically detect CNVs 40 kb in size, and variation at this
level of resolution has been shown to occur frequently in
the human population.1–3 On the basis of a report pub-
lished elsewhere, it has been estimated that any two in-
dividuals differ by 111 CNVs that are 1100 kb.2 At a ﬁner
level of resolution, a recent analysis comparing a single
individual with the reference human genome identiﬁed
297 intermediate-sized structural variants (ISVs) in the 8–
200-kb range (77 events 140 kb).4 Structural variation is
therefore an important subject for study, not only to un-
derstand the full spectrum of human genetic variation,
but also to assess the signiﬁcance of such variation in dis-
ease-association studies.
Several consistent themes have emerged from recently
published studies of copy-number polymorphisms (CNPs),
CNVs with a frequency 11%. Of primary importance to
understanding the relationship between genotype andphe-
notype is the fact that CNPs are frequently found in genic
regions. This association is exempliﬁed by studies of toxin
sensitivity and variation in the copy number of members
of the glutathione S-transferase gene family GSTT1 and
GSTM1.5 Also, CNPs and ISVs have been found, by multi-
ple genomewide approaches,1–4 to be enriched in regions
of intrachromosomal segmental duplication, and many
deletions have been shown to be ﬂanked by pairs of pa-
ralogous sequences in a direct orientation.6 These ﬁndings
indicate that genes found in regions of segmental dupli-
cation are more likely to vary in copy number in the hu-
man population. The majority of CNP studies to date,
however, have used a panel of unrelated individuals, and
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Figure 1. Array CGH proﬁles of aneuploid samples. The legend
is available in its entirety in the online edition of The American
Journal of Human Genetics.
questions about the heritability of CNPs have been left
unaddressed. More importantly, it is unknown whether
CNPs are in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with nearby sin-
gle-nucleotide variation. Previous studies of unique re-
gions of the genome suggest that nearby SNPs may serve
as markers for deletion polymorphisms,6,7 but the asso-
ciation of CNPs with SNPs in duplication-rich regions—
which are more likely to have undergone multiple rear-
rangements—has not been addressed. Furthermore, the
LD properties of structural polymorphisms involving gains
of copies are almost completely unknown.
In this study, we present an analysis of CNPs within the
sample populations used by the International HapMap
Project8 and assess somatic variation among diverse tissue
sources. By using array-based comparative genomic hy-
bridization (array CGH) targeted to regions of segmental
duplication, we focus our efforts on assessing variation in
complex regions that are prone to rearrangement.3 A com-
bination of both BAC-based and high-density oligonu-
cleotide arrays allowed for an extremely detailed view and
illuminated the molecular basis of a subset of CNPs. We
assessed copy-number variation in all four HapMap pop-
ulation samples, a total of 269 individuals. Using DNA
samples and available SNP data from the International
HapMap Project, we analyzed patterns of SNP density, her-
itability, and LD at sites of CNP in duplication-rich regions
of the genome.
Methods
Samples
The samples proﬁled in this study were those used in the Inter-
national HapMap Project.8,9 Hybridizations were performed on
DNA from all 269 individuals sampled by the HapMap Con-
sortium; these consisted of 90 individuals (30 trios) of European
ancestry sampled in Utah (CEU); 90 individuals (30 trios) of Yo-
ruba ancestry, sampled in Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI); 45 unrelated in-
dividuals of Han Chinese ancestry, sampled in Beijing (CHB);
and 44 unrelated individuals of Japanese ancestry, sampled in
Tokyo (JPT). DNA samples were obtained from Coriell Cell Re-
positories. A few proﬁles showed chromosomal aneuploidy, sug-
gestive of cell-line artifacts; therefore, the data for those chro-
mosomes were not considered. The following samples were
affected: JPT NA18996, YRI NA19208, YRI NA19193, CHB
NA18540, CEU NA12236, and CEU NA12875 (ﬁg. 1). The refer-
ence DNA used for all hybridizations was a single male of Cze-
choslovakian descent, Coriell ID GM15724, which is a well-char-
acterized sample used in a previous array CGH study.3 In the
present study, a CNV was classiﬁed as a CNP if altered copy num-
ber was observed in 11% of the 269 individuals sampled.We refer
to “altered copy-number frequency” (ACNF) instead of “minor-
allele frequency,” because measurements of copy number are on
diploid samples, and, in most cases, the actual allele structure of
the variant has not been resolved at the molecular level.
BAC-Based Array CGH
Array hybridizations were performed as described by Snijders et
al.,10 with use of the segmental duplication array.3,10 The seg-
mental duplication array consists of 2,007 BACs, spotted in trip-
licate, that were targeted to 130 complex regions of the genome
and ﬂanked by intrachromosomal segmental duplications. All
269 individuals were hybridized, with dye-swap replicate exper-
iments, to the segmental duplication array with use of a single
reference individual for comparison.3 A locus was considered a
CNV if the log ratio of ﬂuorescence measurements for the indi-
viduals assayed exceeded twice the SD of the autosomal clones
in both dye-swapped experiments. To account for asymmetry in
some hybridization data, presumably due to differences in label-
ing efﬁciency between DNAs obtained from outside sources and
our reference DNA extracted in-house, we developed a statistical
method to identify variants in an asymmetric distribution. In
brief, the total distribution of autosomal log2 ratios was divided
into two groups, with the average autosomal log2 ratio as the
division point. The SDwas then determined for the above-average
and below-average groups, after mirroring the data to simulate a
symmetric distribution within each subgroup. The variant thresh-
old for gains was then calculated as 2 SDs of the above-average
group added to the mean, and the threshold for losses became 2
SDs of the below-average group subtracted from the mean. Com-
parison of the results of this method with those that did not
account for asymmetry showed that the asymmetric method re-
duced the number of false-positive results, when compared with
the oligonucleotide array data used for validation purposes (data
not shown). Generally, hybridizationswere considered goodqual-
ity if they had an SD !0.2 for autosomal clones; otherwise, they
were repeated. In a small subset of cases, repeated hybridizations
also resulted in higher SDs, likely because of starting-DNAquality.
Of the 538 hybridization proﬁles used in this analysis, which com-
prise 269 dye-swap pairs, only 6 proﬁles (samples CHB NA18633,
CEU NA10847, CEU NA10851, CEU NA12707, CEU NA12740,
and CEU NA12864) exceed an autosomal SD of 0.2. For each
locus, the reported ACNF represents the percentage of unrelated
individuals assayed (i.e., with exclusion of offspring from theCEU
and YRI trios) who were scored as possessing a copy-number var-
iation at that locus. Since our standard reference individual is
male, to avoid difﬁculties in identifying variant clones on the X
and Y chromosomes in sex-mismatched hybridizations, only
male-male hybridizations were used to score variants on the sex
chromosomes. A complete list of all BACs present on the array
and the frequency of copy-number variation of each within the
populations tested is shown in the tab-delimited ASCII ﬁles of
data set 1 (online only).
Somatic Variation
A total of 30 self-versus-self hybridizations were performed on a
panel of tissues from four individuals obtained from the Coop-
erative Human Tissue Network (CHTN), with use of the identical
protocol that was used for the HapMap population sample hy-
bridizations. A total of 7 or 8 tissues were proﬁled from each
individual with splenic genomic DNA as the reference DNA, since
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Table 1. Heritability of CNPs with a Continuous Distribution
Population and Clone
Chromosome and
hg16 Coordinatesa
Dye-Swap
R2 ACNF
Narrow-Sense
Heritability
( )2h  SE
YRI:
CTD-2046J21 1: 103532647–103647985 .90 .138 1.06  .21
RP11-585N15 1: 16304321–16391174 .66 .249 .97  .18
CTD-2589H19b 5: 662684–864137 .87 .424 .86  .27
RP11-837K1b 5: 693297–873247 .75 .416 .65  .25
RP11-812N8b 5: 779850–879258 .69 .313 .90  .38
RP11-262L1 7: 45058286–45214464 .77 .191 .49  .55c
RP11-384C2 7: 142717297–142869087 .62 .141 .83  .16
RP11-45N9 7: 143297685–143451563 .87 .481 .92  .24
CTD-2142K23 8: 7238603–7341931 .86 .238 .69  .19
RP11-774P7 8: 7917017–8067760 .92 .328 .73  .23
RP11-138C5 15: 19199775–19364096 .51 .488 1.11  .23
RP11-117M14 15: 19804700–19971720 .71 .401 1.20  .21
RP11-351D6 17: 34930509–35010273 .69 .267 1.16  .19
RP11-142H6 19: 8669454–8825625 .87 .463 .61  .20
RP11-775G6 22: 17102889–17244196 .58 .417 1.06  .27
RP11-379N11 22: 19757625–19940794 .80 .402 1.20  .19
CTD-2506I16 22: 20014749–20220783 .61 .246 .83  .26
CEU:
CTD-2046J21 1: 103532647–103647985 .69 .138 .92  .19
RP11-1112O10 3: 196744968–196880879 .72 .186 1.20  .22
CTD-2108J17 3: 196950243–197121995 .70 .183 .84  .25
CTD-2589H19b 5: 662684–864137 .62 .424 .32  .21c
RP11-837K1b 5: 693297–873247 .57 .587 .71  .21
RP11-812N8b 5: 779850–879258 .50 .691 .15  .35c
RP11-24O14 5: 69417315–69562055 .73 .199 .80  .19
RP11-188C21 7: 101763594–101920490 .59 .117 .50  .27c
CTD-3088N11b 8: 7767399–7916838 .83 .282 1.08  .16
RP11-774P7b 8: 7917017–8067760 .83 .328 .99  .19
RP11-110H22 8: 86762305–86913434 .72 .111 .95  .15
CTD-2387G7 10: 48395333–48482422 .79 .062 1.02  .14
RP11-138C5 15: 19199775–19364096 .63 .488 .58  .19
RP11-142H6 19: 8669454–8825625 .82 .463 1.05  .21
CTD-3048O14 22: 16933331–17071291 .51 .172 .90  .23
RP11-775G6 22: 17102889–17244196 .75 .417 .78  .23
RP11-379N11 22: 19757625–19940794 .73 .404 1.10  .18
NOTE.—A subset of CNPs with continuously distributed copy-number measurements was tested for
narrow-sense heritability, estimated by the slope of the regression line ﬁtting offspring copy-number
measurements to midparental (mean of the parents) copy-number measurements. Of the 34 analyzed
CNPs, 30 (88%) demonstrated signiﬁcant heritability in the CEU and YRI subpopulations. ACNF indicates
the frequency at which this variant was found among all HapMap sample populations. The coefﬁcient
of determination (R2) was calculated from the dye-swap replicate data points of the BAC array hybrid-
ization data and is an indicator of reproducibility. Sites with were removed from further analysis.2R ! 0.5
Three further loci were also analyzed and showed narrow-sense heritability values !0 (data not shown).
All three corresponded to the IGH and IGL gene clusters, which are known sites of somatic variation.2
a Based on the hg16 reference sequence.
b Overlapping BAC clones were analyzed independently.
c BAC does not show signiﬁcant heritability.
it was abundantly available, high quality, and obtainable from
all donors.
Oligonucleotide-Based Array CGH
A custom oligonucleotide array (NimbleGen Systems) was de-
signed that consisted of 385,000 isothermal probes (45–70 bp)
that covered the identical regions represented on the segmental
duplication array, with an overall mean probe density of one
probe per 733 bp. Probes were selected in regions devoid of
high-copy repeats but within the unique and duplicated se-
quences that comprise the BACs on the segmental duplication
array. DNA from nine individuals (YRI NA18517, YRI NA18507,
YRI NA18502, YRI NA19240, YRI NA19129, CHB NA18555, JPT
NA18992, CEU NA12156, and CEU NA12878), representing in-
dividuals from each of the four HapMap population samples,were
then hybridized to the oligonucleotide array. The variants de-
tected by BAC-array analysis were then directly compared with
the oligonucleotide array proﬁles by converting the results from
all oligonucleotide probes overlapping a BAC into a single sta-
tistic. The oligonucleotide array data was scored such that the
duplication and deletion thresholds were computed as 2 SDs be-
yond the mean log2 ratio for all autosomal oligonucleotides re-
porting in that hybridization. For each BAC, the number of oligo-
nucleotide probes that reported a loss was subtracted from the
Figure 2. Frequency spectrum of novel and previously identiﬁed segmental duplication–array variants. The frequencies of a total of
257 autosomal BAC variants observed in multiple individuals are shown, 149 previously described variants1–3,13 (A), and 108 novel
variants (B). Sites are coded by HapMap sample subpopulation. Note that only 11 novel variants were observed with an ACNF 110%,
indicating that the majority of large, common CNPs in duplicated regions have likely been described. No common variants (ACNF 110%)
were population speciﬁc, suggesting that these CNVs either predate the dispersal of the assayed populations or are recurrent events
(population-speciﬁc variants 12.5% ACNF are indicated with an asterisk [*]). Only variants observed in two or more individuals are
shown.
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Figure 3. CNP ACNF and corroboration with other data sources.
When stratiﬁed by frequency, the variants more commonly seen in
the HapMap population samples were more often supported by
other sources of CNP data, such as previous reports,1–3,13 and by
our own comparison with oligonucleotide-array data. This is partly
because of the nature of rare variants, in that they are less likely
to be seen by other studies of small populations, but also implies
that a proportion may be false-positive results and should be con-
sidered with more caution until sequence data are generated to
fully document the variant in question.
Table 2. Summary of Autosomal Variant BACs by Array CGH
HapMap Subgroup
No. of
Samples
No. of Variant BACs No. of Variants
Percentage
of
Corroboration
Singleton
Filtering
Improvement
(%)
No. of
Corroborated
SingletonsTotal
With
Gain
With
Loss
With
Gain
and Loss Corroborated Novela
CHB with singletons 45 206 82 104 20 120 86 58 … 36
CHB without singletons 45 122 60 42 20 84 38 69 11 …
CEU with singletons 60 224 70 118 36 139 85 62 … 38
CEU without singletons 60 142 65 41 36 101 42 71 9 …
JPT with singletons 45 201 77 97 27 121 80 60 … 28
JPT without singletons 45 138 50 61 27 93 45 67 7 …
YRI with singletons 60 186 59 99 28 115 71 62 … 26
YRI without singletons 60 128 42 58 28 89 39 70 8 …
Nonredundant total with singletons 210 384 118 195 71 194 190 51 … 40
Nonredundant total without singletons 210 257 63 123 71 154 103 60 9 …
NOTE.—BACs with variant log2 ratios in both dye-swap replicated experiments were compared with previously published data sets of CNP and with our results from an
oligonucleotide array targeted to the identical regions as the BAC-based segmental duplication array. In general, ﬁltering out the lowest frequency variants—the
singletons (i.e., those observed in only a single individual)—substantially increased the corroboration with other data sets1–3,13 as well as our own additional oligo-
nucleotide-array experiments.
a Novel within the subgroup but not necessarily novel with respect to all subgroups, except in the nonredundant category.
number of oligonucleotide probes that reported a gain and then
was divided by the total number of probes overlapping the orig-
inal BAC probe, which resulted in a simple scoring ratio. Ratios
10.1 or !0.1 were scored as gains or losses, respectively. To assess
the sensitivity and speciﬁcity of these criteria, we examined X
chromosome loci in sex-mismatched hybridizations; this analysis
indicated a false-negative rate of 5% and a false-positive rate of
!0.2%, indicating it is a sensitive and speciﬁc metric for conﬁrm-
ing copy-number changes.
Heritability
CNVs were classiﬁed as discrete or continuously variable by visual
inspection of a plot of the log2 ratios from replicate dye-swap
hybridizations. For discrete CNVs (deﬁned as those in which the
underlying signal intensity ratio could be visually clustered into
two, three, or four well-separated copy-number classes by inspec-
tion of scatter plots of the replicate log2 hybridization values), we
treated each of these clusters as a genotype, omitting genotype
calls for any samples for which assignment was ambiguous or for
which the dye-swap replicates were not concordant (SD 10.2) (see
the tab-delimited ASCII ﬁle of data set 2 [online only]). We as-
sessed whether the resulting genotypes were in Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (HWE) and analyzed all trios for deviations from
Mendelian inheritance. “Narrow-sense” heritability estimates,11
, obtained by estimating the regression coefﬁcient (slope) of2h
offspring values against midparental values (the mean value for
both parents within a trio), are shown in table 1. Measurements
of h2 close to 1.0 suggest that the copy number is stably inherited,
independent of measurement noise or precision.
LD
To assess the LD of discretely varying CGH measurements with
SNPs, we used an approach used elsewhere to analyze discretely
varying copy-number measurements obtained by quantitative
PCR.6 In brief, we recoded the discrete CNP genotype as a SNP
genotype (“/” p AA, “/” p AT, and “/” p TT) and
combined this with SNP genotype data from Phase I HapMap.9
We used SNP genotype data from all SNPs in a region extending
200 kb beyond the edges of the BAC probe, which was based on
the hg16 reference sequence. We used the Haploview program12
to phase CNP and SNP genotypes and to calculate R2.
To assess the correlation of continuously varying CGH mea-
surements with SNPs, we obtained SNP genotype data from all
SNPs from Phase I HapMap that spanned a region 200 kb from
both edges of the CGH probe, transformed these SNP genotypes
into integers (e.g., , , and ), and calculatedAAp 0 ACp 1 CCp 2
the coefﬁcient of determination (R2) for each of these SNP ge-
notypes with the CNP measurements. To assess the signiﬁcance
of these correlation measurements, we performed a permutation
test in which the CGH measurements were permuted across the
trios in a population sample (maintaining the relationships within
each trio) and again compared with the same SNP genotypes in
that region. We considered a correlation signiﬁcant ( ) if itP ! .05
was observed in !5% of these simulations.
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Figure 4. Frequency differences between gain and loss CNPs. Of
the total set of CNPs that had been corroborated by additional
experiments or previously published reports ( ), the gainnp 194
( ) and loss ( ) CNPs were divided into bins on thenp 66 np 66
basis of ACNF with a threshold of 10%. A signiﬁcant reduction in
the number of sequence-loss CNPs was observed in the bin of
common variants. This bias against common copy-number losses
suggests that deletions are subject to purifying selection. Similar
observations have been reported for smaller deletion variants (me-
dian size ∼7.0 kb).14
Genome Build and Physical Coordinates
All genome physical coordinates referred to in this work are on
the hg16 (build 34) coordinate system.
Results
HapMap CNPs
Using a BAC array targeted to regions of intrachromoso-
mal segmental duplication,3 we analyzed 269 DNA sam-
ples corresponding to 209 unrelated individuals and 60
parents-child trios,9 by array CGH against a single refer-
ence individual. Of the samples, 263 passed quality assess-
ment criteria (see the “Methods” section). From this set,
we identiﬁed 384 CNV BACs, of which 127 (∼33%) were
observed only once, and 257 (∼67%) were observed in
more than one individual (ﬁg. 2 and data set 1 [online
only]). Of these variants, 103 have not been reported else-
where (table 2). When adjacent clones, mapping within
250 kb of each other, are merged, these variant BACs rep-
resent 222 CNV regions. The average multi-BAC CNV re-
gion spanned 436 kb, with a range of 145 kb to 1.4 Mb.
Several multi-BAC CNV regions showed evidence of het-
erogeneity, suggestive of additional genomic complexity.
For example, a variant region from chromosome 22 con-
sisted of four BAC clones (RP11-105A23, RP11-157B2,
RP11-1143M16, and RP11-229C18) within a span of 605
kb. The four clones in this region were observed as a copy-
number loss in the CEU subpopulation, three of the four
were observed as a loss in the CHB population, and two
of the four were observed as a loss in the JPT and YRI
populations.
We classiﬁed a variant as a putative CNP if it was ob-
served in two or more unrelated individuals. In total, of
the BAC variants observed in multiple individuals, 154
(60%) of 257 were conﬁrmed by previous studies (ﬁg. 3)
or by our own experimental validation with use of an
oligonucleotide array in a small subset ( ) of the orig-np 9
inal 209 individuals (see below). Among the 194 validated
sites (including sites observed only once but corroborated
by other sources), we observed 66 gains, 66 losses, and
another 62 BACs as both gains and losses, with respect to
the reference DNA sample. The underlying data as well as
a UCSC browser version comparing these sites can be found
at the Eicherlab Human Structural Variation Database.
Population speciﬁcity of the CNPs was limited and cor-
related inversely with the frequency with which ACNF
was observed. As expected, themost common variant sites
(ACNF 110%; see the “Methods” section for deﬁnition)
were observed across multiple populations of the Hap-
Map set. Of the 105 variants with ACNF 15%, only 1 was
conﬁned to a single population. Some low-frequency CNPs
were apparently population speciﬁc, with 9 of 63 sites
showing population speciﬁcity in the 2%–5% frequency
category (ﬁg. 2). The ACNF spectrum differs strikingly be-
tween gains and losses. Dividing CNPs into two bins of
ACNF either 10% or !10%, we observed a signiﬁcant
difference between the two groups ( [Fisher’s exactP ! .006
test]), with common gain CNPs (ACNF 110%) outnum-
bering loss CNPs 13:1 (ﬁg. 4). In contrast, deletions appear
to predominate among low-frequency CNPs and single-
tons. Of the 127 singleton observations, for example, 72
(57%) were losses, and the remaining 55 (43%) were gains,
indicating a slight bias for deletions.
Fine-Scale Validation with Use of an Oligonucleotide Array
To validate and further investigate the CNPs detected us-
ing the segmental duplication array, we designed a custom
high-density oligonucleotide array (NimbleGen Systems)
for the same regions represented by BACs on the segmen-
tal duplication array (spanning 283.6 Mb, or 9.2%, of the
human genome). Nine samples from the HapMap collec-
tion were analyzed with the custom oligonucleotide array
with use of the same reference DNA that was used for the
BAC array hybridizations. The array data were scored with
a system based on the overall ratio of oligonucleotides
above and below a threshold based on the SD of all au-
tosomal oligonucleotides on the array (see the “Methods”
section). These variant sites were then compared with
those obtained using the BAC array data.
In general, the correspondence of BAC and oligonucleo-
tide array data was reasonable, with 66% (136 of 207) of
the CNVs identiﬁed by both platforms. After exclusion of
some sites with insufﬁcient oligonucleotide coverage, the
remaining 63 variants identiﬁed by our BAC array were
compared with published CNP data sets, and 64% (40 of
63) of these sites shared 140 kb overlap with one or more
independent studies, indicating that the lack of validation
of these sites is likely a false-negative result from the ol-
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Figure 5. Fine structure variation of a common CNP. The CNP initially observed in BAC RP11-142H6 was observed as a common variant
found in all subgroups of the HapMap population samples (ACNF 0.46). BAC-based array CGH results (top panel) for eight BAC clones
spanning ∼1.5 Mb of chromosome 19 show continuous variability. Fine-tiling oligonucleotide array CGH proﬁles of the same individuals
conﬁrms subtle copy-number differences over the 156-kb interval encompassed by RP11-142H6. Note the close correlation between the
log2 hybridization data from BAC-based array CGH and oligonucleotide microarray data. The recurrent pattern of log2 ratio data corresponds
to a tandem organization of a 60-kb region composed of intrachromosomal segmental duplication (gray bars). Avg. p average.
igonucleotide-array experiments. Thus, 85% (176 of 207)
of the CNVs identiﬁed with the segmental duplication
array had supporting data from either our oligonucleotide-
array experiments and/or reports published elsewhere. Of
the remaining 15% (31 of 207) of sites without validation,
4% (8 of 207) were represented by !30 oligonucleotide
probes and likely did not have sufﬁcient density to report
a variant, leaving 11% (23 of 207) sites as potential seg-
mental duplication array false-positive results. Because 48%
(11 of 23) of these potential false-positive results were
found in a single individual of the nine proﬁled, we be-
lieve the false-positive results were limited to a small sub-
set of BAC-array hybridizations. We also noted examples
in which BAC-array variants had a high correspondence
between dye-swap replicate hybridizations and demon-
strated heritability in the HapMap trios, but no variant
was detected using the oligonucleotide array (RP11-188C21
and RP11-774P7). These likely represent false-negative re-
sults of the oligonucleotide-array data or of oligonucleo-
tide-array variant-scoringmethod, as opposed to false-pos-
itive results with use of the BAC array.
Detailed analysis of sites that disagree between the two
platforms (potential false-negative results from the oligo-
nucleotide array) suggests these resulted from a combina-
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Table 3. Variation in Somatic Tissues
Sample Sex
Age
(years)
No. of Copy-Number Variations (Gain, Loss) in
Heart Liver Lung Testis Ovary Pituitary Cerebellum Cerebrum Medulla
Occipital
Lobe Pons
CHTN-32505 Male 64 0, 0 2, 0 0, 0 0, 0 … NA 0, 0 NA 1, 1 0, 0 1, 4
CHTN-32364 Female 55 0, 1 0, 1 37, 0 … 1, 0 NA 1, 0 NA 1, 0 0, 2 2, 0
CHTN-32176 Male 42 0, 0 0, 1 2, 1 0, 0 … 2, 0 NA NA 2, 1 0, 6 NA
CHTN-31871 Male 89 2, 0 2, 0 1, 0 1, 0 … NA 0, 0 1, 0 NA NA 0, 0
NOTE.—Self-versus-self hybridizations, with use of splenic DNA from an individual as a reference against all other tissues examined, demonstrated
a very low level of variance, with an average of 0.00072 CNVs per clone. Since our previous analysis of self-versus-self hybridizations had indicated
that our analysis thresholds yield a false-positive rate of ∼0.08%,3 these data lie within the margin of error for array CGH experiments. Note that
the excess of variants in the CHTN-32364 lung tissue sample were excluded from rate calculations and that they include several regions associated
with oncogenesis. NA p tissue not available.
tion of reduced probe density, reduced magnitude of the
underlying copy-number change, and an inherent bias in
oligonucleotide placement against segmental duplications
compared with unique sequence. First, the mean BAC log2
ratio of sites validated by the oligonucleotide array was
0.493; the mean of sites that did not validate was 0.452
(an 8.3% difference), indicating that sites that produce a
lower amplitude log2 variation are closer to the threshold
of detection. Second, sites that agreed between both plat-
forms had an average oligonucleotide probe density of one
probe per 769 bp, whereas sites that did not agree had an
average density of one probe per 806 bp, a 4.6% reduction.
Third, we examined the distribution of oligonucleotide
array probes in relation to segmental duplications. Nu-
merous studies have found a signiﬁcant association be-
tween structural variation and segmental duplications,1–
4,6 and our own observations with use of oligonucleotide
arrays demonstrate that many sites of structural variation
coincide precisely with the location of segmental dupli-
cations (ﬁgs. 5 and 6B–6H). Comparison of the density of
oligonucleotides in unique sequence versus in segmental
duplications showed that the oligonucleotide array we
used contained a reduced probe coverage in segmental
duplications, compared with unique sequence. Unique se-
quences showed a signiﬁcantly higher probe density, con-
taining, on average, one probe every 716 bp, compared
with one probe every 814 bp in segmental duplications
of 190% identity, falling to one probe every 860 bp in
segmental duplications of 199% identity. Thus, the oligo-
nucleotide array was biased against the detection of CNPs
that coincided with sites of segmental duplication.
In the majority of cases, the oligonucleotide-array data
not only conﬁrm but also further reﬁne the location of
the CNV (ﬁg. 6A–6H). More importantly, these additional
data provide conﬁrmatory evidence that even subtle dif-
ferences in BAC-array log2 relative hybridization signals
reﬂect real variants. The power of the high-resolution ol-
igonucleotide array to reveal structure and additional in-
formation regarding the allelic state is illustrated in ﬁgure
5. In this example, the BAC-array data identiﬁed a can-
didate BAC (RP11-142H6) as a CNVwithin the population.
Comparison of the BAC-array data with the oligonucleo-
tide-array data clearly reﬁned the breakpoints of the region
responsible for the copy-number difference. In addition,
it also revealed the presence of at least four different copy-
number levels among the nine individuals assayed, some-
thing that had not been evident from the BAC array CGH
data. Retrospective analysis showed an excellent corre-
lation between the BAC-array and oligonucleotide-array
log2 relative hybridization intensities for these individuals.
Analysis of the underlying sequence revealed a complex
architecture comprising multiple tandemly arranged seg-
mental duplications of 21 kb (98.5% sequence identity),
11 kb (97.5% sequence identity), and 1.7 kb (91% se-
quence identity), suggesting variability in copy number
of these segmental duplications as the likely basis for the
subtle difference in log2 relative hybridization intensity
ratio. Examination of the oligonucleotide-array data in-
dicated that, at the available resolution (∼1 kb), the ma-
jority of CNPs exhibited breakpoints that were indistin-
guishable among different individuals.
Somatic Variation Analysis
Elsewhere, we analyzed self-versus-self comparisons of
lymphoblastoid cell lines from the same passage as well
as from different passages, to estimate both false-positive
rates and rearrangements that may have emerged during
culture. Although several apparent cell-culture artifacts
were identiﬁed (ﬁg. 1), our previous studies suggested that
our false-positive rate was low (!0.08%). We wished to
extend this analysis to address the frequency of normal
somatic variation in such studies. We assessed the rate of
somatic copy-number variation among tissues from the
same individual. We performed a total of 30 self-versus-
self hybridization experiments, using a panel of tissues
(heart, lung, liver, testes, ovary, pituitary, cerebellum, cer-
ebrum, medulla, occipital lobe, and pons) from four un-
related individuals against spleen DNA as our reference
(table 3). Overall, the apparent level of somatic CNP was
extremely low, with a median value of 1 CNV, compared
with 12–15 for interindividual HapMap experiments. How-
ever, one sample in particular, the lung sample fromCHTN-
32364, showed 37 CNV gains, which accounted for nearly
half (49%) of all CNVs detected among all somatic tissues
examined. This particular experiment was repeated four
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Figure 6. Oligonucleotide array data underlying CNPs detected
via BAC array. The legend is available in its entirety in the online
edition of The American Journal of Human Genetics.
times, with similar results. Although the cause of death
in this individual was myocardial infarction, not lung can-
cer, it may be noteworthy that a subset of the CNP gains
in the lung tissue sample involve BAC clones that overlap
several oncogenes and genes implicated in cancer. If this
sample is eliminated from the rate calculation, of the
1,871 autosomal BACs that were assessed for variation
among 29 tissues, a total of 39 CNPs were detected. At
this gross level of resolution—whole-tissue DNA prepa-
ration—this translates to an estimated rate of 0.00072 so-
matic CNVs per clone. Since our previous analysis of self-
versus-self hybridizations had indicated that our analysis
thresholds yield a false-positive rate of ∼0.08%,3 these data
are very similar to the margin of error for array CGH ex-
periments. We recognize, however, that there is extensive
heterogeneity of cell types among the different tissues. A
much more detailed study is now required to assess in-
dividual variability between speciﬁc cell types.
Heritability Analysis: Discrete versus Continuous CNPs
All genetic variation is discrete at thenucleotide level;none-
theless, assays for typing variants involve measurements
(such as ﬂuorescence measurements) that are less discretely
distributed than the underlying variants because of mea-
surement noise. For SNP assays, such measurements still
typically cluster into discrete groups that allow an indi-
vidual to be assigned a discrete genotype (such as AA, AT,
or TT). For BAC array CGH data, whereas measurements
for most probes showed an almost-continuous pattern of
variation (ﬁg. 7A), we found that copy-number measure-
ments for some probes clustered into similarly discrete
groups (ﬁg. 7B). We refer to these as “discretely distrib-
uted” and “continuously distributed” copy-number mea-
surements, respectively. Continuously distributed patterns
of variation might be expected to arise when there are
multiple or multiallelic variants (such as VNTRs) corre-
sponding to the region covered by a single BAC clone,
since such variants could involve changes in DNA content
(ﬂuorescence ratios) that are small relative to the resolving
power of BAC-array-hybridization measurements.
In assessing the heritability and LD of CNPs, we sought
to understand both types of patterns of copy-number var-
iation. We therefore developed approaches for analyzing
both patterns of variation. For discretely distributed copy-
number measurements, we visually clustered the copy-
number measurements into copy-number classes, consid-
ered each discrete cluster as a discrete genotype, and an-
alyzed these variants much as SNPs are analyzed. If there
were more than four clusters or if clusters could not be
discerned, CNPs were classiﬁed as “continuous.” For con-
tinuously distributed copy-number measurements, we
treated the copy-number measurement as a quantitative
trait and assessed the heritability and LD of this trait. We
acknowledge that this approach may underestimate the
extent of LD around CNPs with continuously distributed
measurements, since CGH measurements integrate data
from variation across 150 kb, which is several times larger
than the scale of LD. However, this approach is likely to
be sound when changes in copy number under a BAC are
all due to variation at the same site within that BAC. Ear-
lier studies of CNPs1,2 relied on a binary classiﬁcation of
a CNP as “present” or “absent” in each individual; it be-
came clear that such approaches did not adequately track
the segregation of CNPs through pedigrees. For example,
because an individual could have more than one copy of
a particular variant, CNPs can produce a genotype in an
offspring, because of an additive effect, that was not seen
in the parental generation. This phenomenon was ob-
served for both discrete and continuous distributions (ﬁg.
7).
Heritability of Discretely Distributed Copy-Number
Measurements
When the copy-number measurements at a CNP clustered
into two, three, or four discrete genotype classes, we en-
coded the variation into corresponding discrete genotypes
(ﬁg. 7). We ﬁrst assessed whether the resulting genotype
frequencies were in HWE. For 7 of the 8 YRI CNPs, the
genotypes were in HWE (table 4). The locus that failed
HWE showed a multiallelic pattern of variation, with ap-
parent low-frequency variations that represented gains and
losses of material relative to the prevailing, commoncopy-
number class (ﬁg. 7B); we subsequently analyzed the copy-
number gain and copy-number loss variants separately
(table 4), with each of the two variants conforming toHWE
on its own. We further analyzed the trios for deviations
from Mendelian inheritance and found that 7 of the 8
YRI loci were consistent with Mendelian inheritance. Fi-
nally, we analyzed the variants for stable transmission
rates. Variants at all the YRI loci appeared to transmit with
a frequency not signiﬁcantly different from 0.5. Array CGH
measurements for these loci appear to reﬂect an under-
lying, stably inherited genetic polymorphism.
Heritability of Continuously Distributed Copy-Number
Measurements
To analyze continuously distributedcopy-numbermeasure-
ments, we treated the copy-number measurement as a
quantitative trait. Narrow-sense heritability was estimated
through regression of offspring copy-number measure-
ments against the mean of their parents’ copy-number
measurements. The heritability (h2) is given by the slope
of the resulting regression line. With use of this meth-
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Figure 7. Continuous versus discrete CNPs. A comparison of log2 relative hybridization intensity ratio values between primary and
replicate experiment for CEU and YRI pedigree samples distinguished continuously (A) and discretely (B) variable CNPs. A discrete CNP
was deﬁned as one in which two, three, or four distinct, well-separated genotype classes could be distinguished. Note that, unlike for
SNPs, the genotype of the offspring (YRI family 71) can be a novel log2 ratio category, presumably because of the additive effect of
the inheritance of two alleles with high copy number. More-common scenarios, such as a parent and child sharing a genotype (YRI
family 24), were also observed. For continuous distributions, the additive effect seen for discrete sites was also observed (CEU family
1341), as well as the case in which the offspring log2 ratio value appeared to be intermediate beween the parental values (CEU family
1444). Therefore, each CNP can have a complex inheritance pattern within any given set of trios.
odology, a high level of heritability was observed from the
majority of loci examined (table 1). Of 34 CNP probes
examined, 30 yielded h2 measurements that were signiﬁ-
cantly greater than zero, and 32 yielded h2 measurements
that were not signiﬁcantly different from 1.0. Three fur-
ther CNP probes that showed the lowest heritability mea-
surements mapped inside immunoglobulin loci, which
would be expected to have undergone somatic rearrange-
ments in the lymphoblastoid cells from which DNA was
obtained. The SEs for these heritability measurements
were generally large, reﬂecting the fact that a relatively
small number of trios were informative for any particular
variant.
LD between CNPs and SNPs
An important question regarding structural variation is
whether CNPs result from ancestral mutations and segre-
gate on ancestral haplotypes or whether CNPs reﬂect mul-
tiple mutational events that have occurred on different
haplotype backgrounds. If most CNPs are ancestral mu-
tations and are in LD with SNPs, then SNPs may be used
as markers for CNPs in genetic association studies; if CNPs
do not have good SNP markers, then assessing the asso-
ciation of CNPs with phenotypes would require assays that
type copy number explicitly. Whereas deletion polymor-
phisms in unique regions of the human genome appear
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Table 4. Heritability of YRI CNPs with a Discrete Distribution
Clone
Chromosome and
hg16 Coordinatesa
No. with Genotype
HWE MIb
Altered Copy-Number
Dye-Swap
R2/ / /
Transmissions
(Total) Frequency
RP11-97F19 2: 89779383-89954029 78 5 1  0 3 (4) .146 .523
CTD-3065P9 4: 70432218-70591332 28 36 11  0 11 (25) .316 .552
RP11-177L24: 10: 46859266-47011568 4 79 5 … 0 .053 .771
RP11-177L24 (CNP gain) 0 4 84  1 1 (2)
RP11-177L24 (CNP loss) 83 5 0  0 2 (3)
RP11-958F14 11: 55221653-55393983 82 7 0  0 3 (4) .019 .664
RP11-1068E21 15: 28321608-28499440 60 22 3  0 9 (19) .038 .783
RP11-261P7 15: 28207785-28330872 63 20 3  0 8 (18) .200 .671
RP11-141H9 17: 45061319-45230413 30 36 13  0 15 (38) .276 .882
RP11-1143M16 22: 24050173-24204080 86 3 0  0 1 (2) .050 .632
NOTE.—A subset of CNPs was analyzed in the YRI trios who presented a distribution of log2 ratios in which distinct genotype classes could be
identiﬁed (see ﬁg. 7). These “discrete” sites were tested for HWE, Mendelian inconsistencies, and rates of minor-allele transmission, to assess the
heritability of a CNP event. The coefﬁcient of determination of dye-swap replicate values (R2) is an indicator of reproducibility in the data, and
sites with were removed from further analysis. The CNV deﬁned by BAC RP11-177L24 initially failed HWE and showed a distribution consistent2R ! 0.5
with multiallelic variation (ﬁg. 7B); the gain and loss variants at this site were henceforth analyzed separately and conformed to Hardy-Weinberg
expectations on their own. ACNF indicates the frequency at which this variant was found among all HapMap sample populations.
a Based on the hg16 reference sequence.
b MI p Mendelian inconsistencies.
to result from ancestral mutations and to segregate on
ancestral haplotypes,6,7,15 little is known about the LD prop-
erties of deletions or duplications in repeat-rich, structur-
ally complex regions of the genome such as those analyzed
here. To begin to address this question, we assessedwhether
BAC-array–derived copy-number measurements showed
evidence of LD with SNPs near the genomic locations of
the BAC probes. We examined 42 CNP loci, including 8
with discretely distributed and 34 with continuously dis-
tributed copy-number measurements. The best available
SNP markers tend to be found close to the breakpoints of
deletion polymorphisms.6 Analysis of LD around CNPs
ascertained by BAC arrays is complicated by the fact that,
in most cases, the breakpoints of the structural variants
are not known: the CNP could reside entirely within the
BAC or could extend beyond the BAC on either or both
sides. To search for SNPs that could potentially be used as
markers for CNPs, we searched a 0.5-Mb genomic region
centered on the genomic coordinates of the BAC probe.
We ﬁrst assessed the LD between copy-numbermeasure-
ments and SNPs near eight BAC probes for which copy-
number measurements showed discrete patterns of vari-
ation. Four of these CNPs showed signiﬁcant LD (LOD
13.0) with nearby SNPs, although only two had perfect
( ) SNP proxies. The ability of SNPs to serve as sur-2R p 1.0
rogates for copy-number variation, therefore, appeared to
be reduced when compared with less complex regions of
the genome,6,7 although this assessment is complicated by
the fact that only two of these variants were common
(ACNF 110%), and rare variants typically are less likely to
have proxies among the common SNPs typed by HapMap
than are common variants.
We then assessed the correlation between copy-number
measurements and SNPs near 34 BAC probes for which
copy-number measurements showed continuous patterns
of variation. The signiﬁcance of these correlations was as-
sessed by a permutation test in which the copy-number
measurements were permuted across the 30 trios in a way
that preserved parent-offspring relationships; a potential
SNP marker was considered signiﬁcant ( ) if its cor-P ! .05
relation to the copy-number measurements exceeded the
95th percentile (across 100 simulations) of the maximum
correlation observed in each simulation. The resulting sig-
niﬁcance threshold varied from BAC to BAC because of
local variation in SNP density, SNP frequency, and SNP
distribution with respect to the BAC; however, the thresh-
old typically fell within a range of 0.15–0.18 (ﬁg. 8). A
potential marker SNP was qualiﬁed as “signiﬁcant” (and
was included in table 5) if the correlation to the actual
CNPmeasurements exceeded this threshold for that locus.
Of the 34 CNPs, 21 had nearby SNPs that accounted for
a statistically signiﬁcant fraction of the variation in copy-
number measurements. In some cases, nearby BAC probes
showed LD with the same explanatory SNPs (table 5), sug-
gesting that they report the same underlying variant; copy-
number measurement at two CNPs that were evaluated in
both the CEU and YRI population samples were linked to
the same SNP alleles in both populations, suggesting that
those CNPs are ancestral mutations that were inherited
by both populations. In general, though, the ability ofHap-
Map SNPs to serve as surrogates for copy-number mea-
surements at most of these CNPs was limited: only three
CNP loci had nearby SNPs that explained 170% of the
reproducible variation in copy-numbermeasurements, and
only ﬁve had nearby SNPs that explained 150% of this
variation. (Fig. 8A shows an example of a marginally cor-
related SNP that explained only 24% of the variation in
copy-number measurements.) In general, HapMap SNPs
appeared to be less successful in serving as surrogates for
copy-number measurements in these duplication-rich ge-
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Figure 8. LD at a continuous site of CNP variation. A, Multiple tracks (top to bottom) depicting the distribution of R2 for SNPs within
a 200-kb region ﬂanking the CNP variant, the ratio of observed:expected heterozygosity (HETobs/HETexp), the location of SNP assays
(triangles), the position of segmental duplications (Seg Dups) (gray bars, with pairwise relationships indicated by joining lines), and
the position of the BAC array CGH probe (dark gray box). The best available SNP, rs1208143, was selected on the basis of a permutation
test of all SNPs within an interval encompassing 200 kb proximal and distal of the BAC coordinates. Note the reduced SNP density in
the BAC interval, along with increased heterozygosity, likely because of the presence of segmental duplications.20 B, The number of
SNP assays per kilobase, plotted with respect to the percentage of similarity of segmental duplications. The trend clearly indicates a
reduction in the number of SNP assays, with increasing homology in duplicated space. This trend implies that the regions most prone
to complex rearrangement are less likely to have dense SNP coverage and thus are less apt to associate with a nearby SNP. In addition,
methods for the identiﬁcation of CNPs based on the analysis of SNP data have reduced power to detect structural variations in regions
of segmental duplication.6,7,14
nomic regions than has been observed for deletions in
unique regions of the genome.6,7
It should be noted that the density of HapMap SNPs
was considerably lower within regions of segmental du-
plication than in unique regions of the genome. The den-
sity of successfully genotyped HapMap SNPs was inversely
correlated with the degree of sequence identity of the du-
plications involved: a greater than fourfold difference in
HapMap SNP density was observed between regionswhere
the duplications were 199% identical than in regions of
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Table 5. LD at Continuous CNP Sites
Population and
Clone
Chromosome and
Coordinates ACNFa
Dye-
Swap
R2
Associated
HapMap
SNP
Chromosome
and Position
SNP
R2 R2SNP:R
2
dye-swap
YRI:
RP11-585N15 1: 16304321–163911174 .249 .66 rs2796146 1: 16497921 .26 .39
CTD-2046J21 1: 103532647–103647985 .133 .90 rs11185321 1: 103779317 .20 .22
CTD-2589H19b 5: 662684–864137 .492 .88 rs508016 5: 931263 .51 .59
RP11-837K1b 5: 693297–873247 .317 .75 rs508016 5: 931263 .58 .78
RP11-812N8b 5: 779850–879258 .304 .69 rs508016 5: 931263 .46 .66
RP11-262L1 7: 45058286–45214464 .191 .77
RP11-384C2 7: 142717297–142869087 .141 .62 rs10249881 7: 142516332 .25 .40
RP11-45N9 7: 143297685–143451563 .186 .87 rs1208143 7: 143450282 .21 .24
CTD-2142K23 8: 7238603–7341931 .200 .86
RP11-774P7 8: 7917017–8067760 .305 .92 rs3860876 8: 7755676 .20 .22
RP11-138C5 15: 19199775–19364096 .400 .51 rs2203858 15: 19186415 .29 .57
RP11-117M14 15: 19804700–19971720 .458 .71
RP11-351D6 17: 34930509–35010273 .467 .69
RP11-142H6 19: 8669454–8825625 .367 .86
RP11-775G6 22: 17102889–17244196 .417 .58 rs5992185 22: 17008532 .20 .34
RP11-379N11 22: 19757625–19940794 .417 .80
CTD-2506I16 22: 20014749–20220783 .246 .61 rs2930770 22: 20161914 .52 .86
CEU:
CTD-2046J21 1: 103532647–103647985 .233 .69 rs1161064 1: 103658457 .46 .67
RP11-1112O10b 3: 196744968–196880879 .150 .72 rs7633103 3: 196799287 .60 .83
CTD-2108J17b 3: 196950243–197121995 .183 .7 rs7633103 3: 196799287 .46 .66
CTD-2589H19b 5: 662684–864137 .491 .62 rs508016 5: 931263 .49 .79
RP11-837K1b 5: 693297–873247 .587 .57 rs508016 5: 931263 .73 1.29
RP11-812N8b 5: 779850–879258 .691 .50 rs508016 5: 931263 .67 1.35
RP11-24O14 5: 69417315–69562055 .418 .73
RP11-188C21 7: 101763594–101920490 .186 .59
CTD-3088N11b 8: 7767399–7916838 .276 .83 rs2698913 8: 7808534 .19 .23
RP11-774P7b 8: 7917017–8067760 .333 .83 rs2740621 8: 7814659 .24 .29
RP11-110H22 8: 86762305–86913434 .138 .72
CTD-2387G7 10: 48395333–48482422 .062 .79 rs11594866 10: 4844171749 .25 .32
RP11-138C5 15: 19199775–19364096 .475 .63 rs2203858 15: 19186415 .24 .38
RP11-142H6 19: 8669454–8825625 .492 .82
CTD-3048O14 22: 16933331–17071291 .300 .51
RP11-775G6 22: 17102889–17244196 .417 .75
RP11-379N11 22: 19757625–19940794 .404 .73
NOTE.—Best available SNPs were tested for signiﬁcance by permutation test (see the “Methods” section). Blank rows indicate that
no signiﬁcantly associated SNP was identiﬁed. The ratio R2SNP:R
2
dye-swap expresses the fraction of reproducible variation in copy-
number measurements that is captured by the associated SNP marker.
a ACNF is within each respective population.
b Overlapping or adjacent BAC clones tested independently.
90% sequence identity (ﬁg. 8B). This results from the fact
that the HapMap Consortium avoided SNPs for which it
was not possible to design a uniquely mappable genotyp-
ing assay.9 The failure to ﬁnd good SNP surrogates forCNPs
in many of these regions may reﬂect the absence or low
density of HapMap SNP assays near the breakpoints of the
rearrangements.
Discussion
Overall, our analysis indicates that CNPs are typically her-
itable polymorphisms. We found only a modest level of
LD between CNPs and the best available SNP markers,
although an intense effort to map CNP breakpoints and
type nearby SNPs might well identify better SNP markers.
A combination of both BAC-based and customized high-
density oligonucleotide arrays allowed unprecedented lev-
els of resolution in mapping the breakpoints of a subset
of these CNPs and allowed us to observe both diallelic and
multiallelic (ﬁg. 5) patterns of variation. In particular,
cross-platform validation experiments showed that subtle
differences in log2 relative hybridization data from BAC-
based array CGH (ﬁg. 5) and oligonucleotide microarray
data may correlate even though the absolute intensity val-
ues differ. Therefore, we suggest that additional genetic
information may be obtained from subtle differences in
log2-relative signal intensity once a particular site has been
conﬁrmed as a CNV. Repetitive patterns in the oligonu-
cleotide array proﬁle were particularly powerful in distin-
guishing copy-number differences in regions of tandem
segmental duplication. This study identiﬁes and charac-
terizes complex regions of human genetic variation for
future sequence resolution.
CNPs are enriched within regions of segmental dupli-
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Table 6. Sequence Properties of Variant and Invariant Regions
Interval
No. of
Regions
Average
Length
(kb)
Exon
Density
(Mb)
Duplication Depth
(copies)
Alignment
Length
(kb)a Identitya
Variant 84 2,923 103.4 2.4 54 .9819
Invariant 46 615 132.6 1.8 41 .9819
NOTE.—Of the 130 regions targeted by the segmental duplication array, those that have been associated
with a CNP in both this study and our previous work3 were considered “variant”; those regions in which no
CNPs were detected were labeled “invariant.” It should be emphasized that, in most cases, copy-number
variation does not extend over the entire interval but is restricted to the segmental duplication embedded
within the boundaries of the interval. The regions targeted by the segmental duplication array were selected
using the criteria of ﬂanking paired intrachromosomal segmental duplications 150 kb and !10 Mb apart, 110
kb in length, and 195% sequence identity, resulting in the identiﬁcation of 1,124 intervals across the hg16
genome assembly. The 1,124 intervals, however, extensively overlapped because of the clustered nature of
segmental duplications in the genome; thus, the 1,124 intervals were collapsed into 130 nonredundant regions.
a Average alignment length and identity were calculated on the basis of the total set of redundant intervals
( ).np 1,124
cation.2,3 We designed the segmental duplication array to
target unique regions that were between 50 kb and 10 Mb
in size and were ﬂanked by highly homologous (195%)
intrachromosomal segmental duplications16,17 ( ).np 130
We reasoned that such areas, by virtue of their genomic
architecture, would be prone to rearrangement through
nonallelic homologous recombination.3 Of the 130 regions
targeted in our array design, however, only 84 (65%) of
those regions have been found to be polymorphic to date
(1300 unrelated individuals tested with the segmental du-
plication array). Moreover, in most cases (75%), the var-
iation was restricted to the segmental duplications and
did not extend into the unique regions bracketed by the
duplication. Only a fraction (11 of 103) of the novel sites
showed 110% ACNF in any population. We propose that
the majority of common (110%) CNPs (150 kb) associated
with segmental duplication have now been detected.18
This raises the intriguing question of why some regions
show no evidence of structural variation in the human
population despite their predisposing genetic structure.
Although additional low-frequency variants will con-
tinue to be identiﬁed among normal individuals, differ-
ences in the genomic architecture, assay limitations, and/
or selection likely account for these “invariant” regions.
To provide further insight into this question, using data
from both this study and our previous analysis,3 we di-
vided the 130 regions into two categories: those that show
and those that do not show evidence of copy-number
variation within the normal population. We then assessed
various sequence properties of these “variant” and “in-
variant” regions (table 6). In general, variant regions of
the genome mapped to larger intervals (in part because
of pericentromeric duplications), harbored slightly larger
segmental duplications, and had fewer exons per mega-
base than invariant regions. Surprisingly, there was no
signiﬁcant difference in sequence identity between the
two groups. Direct and inverted segmental duplications
were observed at equal frequency among variant regions,
whereas a bias against the inverted orientation was noted
for invariant regions (data not shown). Although unique
BACs within (24% [99 of 420]) and outside (19% [214 of
1,076]) an interval were variant, the most predictive (65%
[167 of 257]) characteristic of variation was overlap with
segmental duplication content. Duplications in tandem
orientation were most signiﬁcantly enriched, with 71%
(90 of 126) of BACs containing these tandem duplications
detected as variant.
We found only modest evidence of LD between CNPs
and HapMap SNPs, and, for a subset of CNP loci, we were
unable to identify any SNPs that were signiﬁcantly cor-
related with copy-number measurements (tables 5 and 7).
This contrasts with the ﬁnding that deletion polymor-
phisms in unique regions of the genome generally have
good SNP markers.6,7 There are several possible reasons for
the failure to observe strong LD between CNPs and avail-
able SNPs in duplication-rich regions, including the low
density of informative SNP assays in those regions, the
frequency and nature of the CNP, and the possibility that
many CNPs involve recurrent structural mutations. One
must be cautious not to overinterpret these results, since
an analysis of the data suggests the potential for all three.
It is likely that both the nature and frequency of the
CNPs themselves also affect the levels of LD observed.
Multiallelic sites, such as VNTR regions (ﬁg. 5), seemmost
likely to have undergone recurrent rearrangements and
may be particularly difﬁcult to “tag” using SNPs. Thechance
to observe LD at a CNP locus is also strongly inﬂuenced
by frequency; as is seen with SNPs, we observe that com-
mon CNP variants tend to have good proxies, whereas
rare variants (typically of more recent origin) are less likely
to have good proxies (table 7).
Perhaps most importantly, we observed that HapMap
SNP density in regions of segmental duplication was sig-
niﬁcantly lower than the genome average, in terms of
both attempted SNP assays and converted SNP assays gen-
erated by the HapMap project (ﬁg. 8B and data set 1 [on-
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Table 7. LD at Discrete CNP Sites in YRI Population
CNP BAC ID
Chromosome and hg16
Coordinates ACNFa
Best Available
SNP
SNP
R2 LOD
RP11-97F19 2: 89779383–89954029 .04 rs7583495 .15 2.49
CTD-3065P9 4: 70432218–70591332 .41 rs11249532 1.00 23.93
RP11-177L24 (CNP loss) 10: 46859266–47011568 .03 rs7901145 .11 1.85
RP11-177L24 (CNP gain) 10: 46859266–47011568 .03 rs11259816 .33 1.65
RP11-958F14 11: 55221653–55393983 .07 rs7950741 .09 2.26
RP11-261P7RP11-1068E21b 15: 28207785–28499440 .17 rs2140173 .18 3.15
RP11-141H9 17: 45061319–45230413 .42 rs199455 .29 6.36
RP11-1143M16 22: 24050173–24204080 .02 rs2092184 1.00 4.40
NOTE.—Analysis of LD across the CNP regions allowed the identiﬁcation of a best available SNP in a subset
of the discrete CNP sites. Signiﬁcant LOD scores 13.0 (shown in bold italics) were observed for only 4 of the
19 sites and/or allelic states tested.
a ACNF is within the YRI subpopulation.
b Note that the two overlapping BAC clones RP11-261P7 and RP11-1068E21 were analyzed as a single
variant site.
line only]). The reduced density of HapMap SNP data in
duplicated regions results from the difﬁculty of designing
unique SNP assays in such regions. This effect was par-
ticularly acute in the most recently duplicated regions
(198.5% identity) (ﬁg. 8B), which may also be the most
rearrangement prone. For whole-genome SNP-association
studies, this raises the concern that many of the genomic
regions most prone to rearrangement have insufﬁcient SNP
density to successfully discern the state of many CNPs
with use of available SNP markers. This limitation may
also apply to many commercial whole-genome–genotyp-
ing resources, which appear to undersample variation in
structurally complex and structurally variant regions of
the genome.19 A targeted effort to resolve the structure of
these regions at the base-pair level will be required to fully
assess their contribution to disease and other clinical phe-
notypes. Our results underscore the need for complete
maps of genetic variation in duplication-rich regions of
the genome. Targeted BAC-based and oligonucleotide-ar-
ray studies to investigate human variation are an impor-
tant ﬁrst step in this effort.
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